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A uniform bound for geodesic periods of
eigenfunctions on hyperbolic surfaces
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Abstract. We consider periods along closed geodesics and along geodesic circles for
eigenfunctions of the Laplace–Beltrami operator on a compact hyperbolic Riemann sur-
face. We obtain uniform bounds for such periods as the corresponding eigenvalue tends
to infinity. We use methods from the theory of automorphic functions and, in particular,
the uniqueness of the corresponding invariant functionals on irreducible unitary represen-
tations of PGL2.R/.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Maass forms

Let Y be a compact Riemann surface with a Riemannian metric of constant cur-
vature �1. We denote by dv the associated volume element and by d.� ; �/ the cor-
responding distance function. The corresponding Laplace–Beltrami operator � is
non-negative and has purely discrete spectrum on the spaceL2.Y; dv/ of functions
on Y . We will denote by 0 D �0 < �1 � �2 � � � � the eigenvalues of� and by �i
the corresponding eigenfunctions normalized by the L2-norm on Y . In the the-
ory of automorphic functions, the functions �i are called non-holomorphic forms,
Maass forms (after H. Maass, [22]) or simply automorphic functions on Y .

The study of Maass forms is important in number theory, analysis and in math-
ematical physics. In particular, various questions concerning analytic properties
of eigenfunctions �i have drawn much attention in recent years (see the surveys
[32, 33] and references therein). In this paper, we study analytic properties of
restrictions of eigenfunctions to closed curves (see [4, 7, 35] for recent develop-
ments).
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Foundation of Germany), and by the ERC grant 291612.
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1570 A. Reznikov

1.2 Restrictions to curves

Let  � Y be a smooth (closed) curve with the corresponding line element d .
We fix a parametrization t W S1 !  which we assume to be proportional to the
natural parametrization of  (i.e., d D j jd� , where 0 � � < 1 is the natural
parametrization of S1 and j j D length./). Our main object of study is the re-
striction �i .�/ D �i .t .�// of a Maass form �i to the curve  .

The first question naturally arising in this setting asks for a bound on the size of
the L2-norm of the restriction of �i to  :

n .�i / D

�Z


j�

i j
2d

� 1
2

: (1.1)

It is expected that n .�i / grows slowly with the eigenvalue �i !1. Namely,
one expects the bound n .�i /� �"i to hold for any " > 0. Unfortunately, the best
known bound is

n .�i / � c�
1
8

i :

This in fact follows from results of L. Hörmander as explained in [36], and was
extended by N. Burq, P. Gérard and N. Tzvetkov in [7] to Lp-norms. For curved
curves, one has an improvement

n .�i / � c�
1
12

i

(see [15]). All these results are local in nature (and have extensions to higher di-
mensions). In particular, these results are not sensitive to the sign of curvature, and
in fact are sharp on the sphere S2. An improvement over these general exponents
is, in our opinion, one of the central problems in the area. Such an improvement
is in fact known for arithmetic surfaces and the special basis of eigenfunctions of
an arithmetic origin, the so-called Hecke–Maass forms, thanks to the work [25] of
P. Michel and A. Venkatesh.

In this paper we study periods of eigenfunctions, namely, the quantity

p .�i / D j j
� 1
2

Z


�i .t .�//d:

More generally, as a function on S1, the restriction �i gives rise to the follow-
ing (normalized) Fourier coefficients:

pn.�i / D j j
� 1
2

Z


�i .t .�//e
�2�in�d: (1.2)

The quantities pn.�i / are called generalized or twisted periods (n D 0 corre-
sponds to the usual period along  ). Such periods naturally arise in the theory
of automorphic functions, and are of interest in their own right. Periods along
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Geodesic periods of eigenfunctions 1571

closed geodesics have been studied over years from different perspectives (see
e.g., [9, 20, 24, 28, 38]).

We obtain uniform bounds on pn.�i / for a certain range of n and for certain
special closed curves  on a compact hyperbolic Riemann surface. Our methods
are applicable to two types of curves on a compact hyperbolic Riemann surface Y :
closed geodesics and geodesic circles. It turns out that for these special curves, one
can study the corresponding Fourier coefficients of Maass forms via representation
theory.

1.3 Geodesic circles

We consider geodesic circles first. For r > 0 which is less than the injectivity ra-
dius of Y at a point y, consider the geodesic circle

�.r; y/ D ¹y0 2 Y j d.y; y0/ D rº � Y :

Our main result is the following

Theorem 1.1. For any fixed geodesic circle � � Y , there exists a constant C� > 0
such that the bound

jp� .�i /j � C� (1.3)

holds for any L2-normalized eigenfunction �i .

We will prove a uniform bound on p�n .�i / for any jnj � c�
1
2 for some explicit

constant c D c� > 0 depending only on the radius of � . In fact, we obtain a bound
on p�n .�i / for all n. It is given in terms of the classical Airy special function (see
Section 3.3).

In an analogy with the Lindelöf conjecture for certain L-functions, it is natural
to expect that the value of the period satisfies the following

Conjecture 1.2. Let � � Y be a fixed closed geodesic circle. Then

jp� .�i /j � �
� 1
4
C"

i ; (1.4)

for any " > 0.

One expects that the bound jpln.�i /j � �
� 1
4
C"

i holds for all jnj � c��
1
2

i , but
no improvement over (1.3) is known for general surfaces. For Hecke–Maass forms
on arithmetic surfaces and special points (i.e., CM-points which are associated to
complex quadratic fields), non-trivial improvements follow from the subconvexity
bounds in [25] for the correspondingL-functions, and from the celebrated theorem
of Waldspurger [37] relating the period to the special value of an L-function. We
note that the bound analogous to (1.3) is sharp on the sphere S2.
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1572 A. Reznikov

1.4 Closed geodesics

We have similar results for closed geodesics as well.

Theorem 1.3. For any closed geodesic l � Y , there exists a constant Cl such that

jpl.�i /j � Cl ; (1.5)

for any L2-normalized eigenfunction �i .

In fact, we prove such a bound for the generalized period pln.�i / for any n
satisfying jnj � cl�

1
2 for some explicit constant cl > 0 depending on the length

of the geodesic only. We obtain a bound on pln.�i / for all n. It is given in terms of
the �-function (see Section 2.3).

On the basis of the Lindelöf conjecture, it is natural to expect that the following
sharp bound holds.

Conjecture 1.4. Let l � Y be a fixed closed geodesic. Then

jpl.�i /j � �
� 1
4
C"

i ; (1.6)

for any " > 0.

In general, one expects that the bound jp�n .�i /j � �
� 1
8
C"

i .1C j�i � qln
2j/�

1
8

holds for general n with ql depending on the length of the geodesic, but no im-
provement over the estimate (1.5) is known for general surfaces. For Hecke–Maass
forms on arithmetic surfaces, a non-trivial improvement follows from the subcon-
vexity bounds in [25] for the corresponding L-functions and from the theorem of
Waldspurger [37] relating the period to the special value of L-function. We note
that the bound analogous to (1.5) is sharp on the sphere S2 and on the torus T 2.

Our method allows us also to bound periods of the normal derivative @n�i along
a closed geodesic. Namely, we have

Theorem 1.5. For any closed geodesic l � Y , there exists a constant C 0
l
> 0 such

that

jplk.@n�i /j D

ˇ̌̌̌
j j�

1
2

Z
l

@n�i .tl.�//e
�2�ik�d�

ˇ̌̌̌
� C 0l j�i j

1
4 � .1C j�i � qlk

2
j/
1
4 ; (1.7)

for any L2-normalized eigenfunction �i and for some explicit constant ql depend-
ing on the length of l .
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Geodesic periods of eigenfunctions 1573

In particular, for j�i � qlk2j D O.1/, we have the bound

jplk.@n�i /j � C
0
l j�i j

1
4 :

This should be compared to the bound nl.@n�i / � �
1
2

i obtained in [36] for the
norm of the restriction. Hence for a generic value of k, the norm bound implies
the bound (1.7), but for the resonant value of qlk2 � �i , we have an improvement
over the bound on the norm. We note that one expects that the bound on the norm
be essentially sharp since one can show that there exists a constant cY;l > 0 such
that

nl.�i /C �
� 1
2

i nl.@n�i / � cY;l

(see [14]).
It is natural to expect that in fact the following conjecture holds.

Conjecture 1.6. Let l � Y be a fixed closed geodesic. Then

jplk.@n�i /j � �"i ; (1.8)

for any " > 0 and k.

1.5 Fourier expansions

Bounds for periods are related to bounds on L2-norms. This follows from the
corresponding Fourier expansions (this was the route taken in [29]). However, the
main point of this paper is that uniform bounds (1.3), (1.5) and (1.7) on periods do
not follow trivially from known bounds on the corresponding norm.

Writing the Laplace–Beltrami operator in polar geodesic coordinates .r; �/,
r � 0, 1 > � � 0, centered at a point y, and using the separation of variables,
one sees immediately that there exists a special function C�.r; n/ such that the
n-th generalized period of a Maass form �i with the eigenvalue �i along �.r; y/
is equal to

p�.r;y/n .�i / D j� j
� 1
2

Z
�.r;y/

�i .t� .�//e
�2�in�d� D a�n .�i /C�i .r; n/: (1.9)

We stress that the function C�.r; n/ is independent of the point y, while the co-
efficients a�n .�i ; y/ capture the structure of the eigenfunction �i . The function
C�.r; n/ is unique up to a multiplicative constant (which classically is chosen by
fixing an explicit integral representation or an asymptotic expansion for C�.r; n/),
and depends only on the eigenvalue of �i and not on the choice of the eigen-
function �i . The function C�.r; n/ is essentially equal to the appropriate hyper-
geometric function or the Legendre function, see [16, 27, 31]. In other words, the
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1574 A. Reznikov

restriction of the Maass form �i to the geodesic circle �.r; y/ has the Fourier series
expansion given by

�i ..r; �// D j� j
� 1
2

X
n

a�n .�i /C�i .r; n/e
2�in� ; n 2 Z: (1.10)

The expansion (1.10) is valid in any disc around y (and, in fact, on the whole
upper-half plane uniformizing Y ). The expansion (1.10) is similar to the Taylor
expansion at the point y 2 Y , and in fact would be the Taylor expansion for the
holomorphic forms (see [12]).

The coefficients a�n .�i ; y/ are the main object with which we will work.
We have similar statements for a closed geodesic l . This time one uses coor-

dinates on the hyperbolic cylinder for which l is the neck. Hence one has coordi-
nates .�; t/ where t 2 Œ0; jl j/ is the length parameter on l and � 2 R is the signed
distance to l (here it is convenient to switch to the parametrization of a curve by
the length). The separation of variables then shows that there exists a unique up to
a multiplicative constant function G�.�; s/, �; s 2 C, such that the expansion

�i ..�; t// D jl j
� 1
2

X
n

aln.�i /G�i .�; 2�in=jl j/e
2�int=jlj; n 2 Z; (1.11)

holds in a neighborhood of l . In fact, this expansion also holds on the whole upper-
half plane as for the spherical case above (one can view coordinates .�; t/ as de-
fined on the whole upper-half plane). The corresponding period is given then by

pln.�i / D jl j
� 1
2

Z
l

�i .t/e
�2�int=jljdl D aln.�i /G�i .0; 2�in=jl j/: (1.12)

The function G�.�; s/ could be described in terms of the hypergeometric func-
tion. An integral representation for the function G�.�; s/ also easily follows from
representation theory. In order to make sense of (1.12), one has to normalize func-
tionsG�.�; s/ which could be done by choosing an explicit integral representation
(as we do in Section 2.3) or fixing an asymptotic expansion (as is customary in the
theory of the hypergeometric function).

Our main result is the sharp mean-value bound for the coefficients a�=ln .�i /.
Namely, we will prove that there exists a constant C�=l > 0 such that for any
T � 1, the following bound holds:X

jnj�T

ja�=ln .�i /j
2
� C�=l �max.T; �

1
2 /: (1.13)

This mean-value bound is proved following the general strategy formulated in [3]
(in fact, for our present purposes, one can use [2] as well). It is based on ideas
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Geodesic periods of eigenfunctions 1575

from representation theory of the group PGL2.R/. Bounds (1.3), (1.5) and (1.7)
follow by restricting to one term in (1.13), and from well-known properties of spe-
cial functions C�.r; n/ and G�.�; s/ (i.e., asymptotic of special functions). These
properties easily follow from the stationary phase method.

1.6 Remarks

(1) Classical results of L. Hörmander give rise to bounds on the L2-norm of a re-
striction to a curve on a Riemann surface (or more generally to a non-characteristic
hypersurface in a manifold endowed with a hyperbolic operator). It is explained in
the paper [36] by D. Tataru, that the estimate

n .�i / � C�
1
12

i

holds for any smooth non-flat curve  � Y , and

n .�i / � C�
1
8

i

for a flat smooth curve. For general Y , these bounds are sharp. Namely, one can
see that on the standard sphere for each eigenvalue � D n.nC 1/ and for each
geodesic l (i.e., an equator), there exists a norm one eigenfunction Y�;l (e.g., the
lowest associated spherical harmonic Y nn , see [23]) such that

R
l jY�;l j

2dl is of
order �

1
4 .

Results in [7] deal with Lp-norms of restrictions. We also mention [4] and
[35] among further developments which reversed [7], and showed the relation to
L4-norms of eigenfunctions on Y . However, these bounds do not imply bounds on
periods that we present in this paper.

We want to stress that the authors of [7] (and others in the PDE community)
did not pursue bounds on generalized periods (i.e., bounds on pl=�n .�i /), although
their techniques most probably would be able to recover our results (and even in
greater generality). Uniform bound for the usual period along a geodesic were ob-
tained in [39] (in fact in generality of bounds for integrals along submanifolds),
and recently in [8] where the negative curvature is used in order to prove the
stronger bound pl.�i /! 0 as i !1.

Nevertheless we decided to publish our results as our method is different, and
we could not find analogous results in print. Another reason for the publication
is that we wanted to promote the study of periods. The analogy with the theory
of L-functions suggests that an improvement of our bounds for periods should be
based on a different phenomenon than a (conjectural) improvement of the Hörman-
der’s bound for the norm of the restriction. Nevertheless, any such an improvement
should take into account global geometry of Y .
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1576 A. Reznikov

(2) We conjectured in [29] that the bound nl=� .�i /� �" holds. This is consis-
tent with the conjecture of P. Sarnak [19, 32] sup j�i j � �". Unfortunately, for a
general compact hyperbolic surface Y the only known improvement in the bound
for the supremum of an eigenfunction is logarithmic (see [1]):

sup j�i j �
C�

1
4

i

ln�i
:

One is led to conjecture that for coefficients introduced in (1.9) and (1.12), the
bound ja�=ln .�i /j � max¹n"; �"i º holds for any " > 0 (this is of course a very
difficult conjecture as it implies some cases of the Lindelöf conjecture, and is
equivalent to Conjectures 1.2 and 1.4).

We shall also note that for three-dimensional hyperbolic manifolds, the bound
sup j�i j � �" does not hold in general as was shown by Z. Rudnick and P. Sar-
nak [30], and hence one can not expect that the corresponding generalized periods
on geodesic spheres small for all eigenfunctions. It is interesting to study corre-
sponding periods along closed geodesics in order to see if these are small with
respect to the eigenvalue. This in fact is expected in the arithmetic situation.

(3) In this paper we treat restrictions to a fixed closed geodesic. It is a deep
problem to understand the dependence of the norm of these restrictions and the
corresponding periods on the geodesic (e.g., to study the dependence of the con-
stant Cl on the geodesic l ; see [9]).

A similar question for geodesic circles is of utmost interest in spectral theory.
In particular, one would like to study the behavior of n� .�i / for small geodesic
circles with radius of order ��˛i for 1

2
� ˛ < 0. This is related to the so-called

doubling constant of �i (see [26]).
(4) Our methods work for non-compact hyperbolic surfaces of finite volume as

well. In fact, for non-compact Riemann surfaces of finite volume one can pose a
similar question for the size of restrictions to a horocycle instead of a geodesic.
Namely, let � 2 Y be a fixed horocycle (there is a continuous family of horocy-
cles associated to each cusp of Y ). Similarly to nl.�i /, one defines the L2-norm
n�.�i / and generalized periods p�n.�i /. Under an appropriate normalization, the
coefficients p�n.�i / are equal to the usual Fourier coefficients of Maass forms (and
of course p�0 .�i / D 0 for a cusp form!). One can show that for a cusp form �i the
bound

n�.�i / � C��
1
12

i

holds. Moreover, using nontrivial bounds on Fourier coefficients of Hecke–Maass
cusp forms for Y arising from a congruence subgroup, one can show that for the
Hecke–Maass basis of eigenfunctions, the bound n�.�i / � C��"i holds for any
" > 0 (see [13]). One expects that a similar bound holds for general Y .
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Geodesic periods of eigenfunctions 1577

An argument similar to the one presented in this paper shows that the unipotent
period satisfies the uniform bound jp�1 .�i /j � C� for a general subgroup. For
Hecke–Maass cusp forms (normalized by the L2-norm), it follows from [17] that

jp
�
1 .�i /j � C��

� 1
2
C"

i ;

and this bound is essentially sharp.

2 Representation theory

Here we make the well-known translation of our problem into the language of
representation theory (see [5, 11, 18, 21] and the original papers [10, 34]). We first
treat closed geodesics since the case of geodesic circles is somewhat simpler.

2.1 Group action

Let G D PGL2.R/, K D PSO.2;R/. We denote by GC the neutral connected
component of G, and by G� the other connected component. In what follows,
it is crucial that we work with both components. The uniformization theorem
implies that there exists a lattice � � GC such that Y ' � nGC=K. We de-
note by Z D � nG the automorphic space and by Z˙ D � nG˙ two of its con-
nected components. The Riemann surface Y� D Z�=K is naturally identified with
the orientation reversed copy of Y , and Z˙ could be viewed as the spherical
(co-)tangent bundle of Y˙. Let R be the right action of G on functions on Z
(i.e.,R.g/f .x/ D f .xg/). We extend the volume element on Y to theG-invariant
measure � on Z. The representation R becomes a unitary representation of G
on L2.Z;�/. Let A D ¹diag.a; b/º=¹diag.a; a/º � G be the full (disconnected)
diagonal subgroup, and denote by A˙ D A \G

˙ its connected components.
A closed geodesic l � Y corresponds to an AC-orbit in ZC, which we denote
by the same letter l . We fix an AC-invariant measure dl on l (e.g., consistent with
the Riemannian length of l). Let ı D

�
�1

1

�
2 GL2.R/, and we denote by the

same letter the corresponding element in G (in general, we will often construct
elements in G by their representatives in GL2.R/). We have A D AC � hıi.

We now consider closed A-orbits. If l � ZC is a closed AC-orbit, then

L D l � A D l [ l � ı � Z

is a closedA-orbit consisting of two connected components l˙ �Z˙ interchanged
by ı. We have then the pointwise stabilizer subgroup

AL D StabAL D StabACl D hali ' Z;
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1578 A. Reznikov

where Nal D diag.eq; e�q/ 2 AC, q > 0, is an element which is conjugated to
a primitive hyperbolic element l 2 � corresponding to the closed geodesic l on
Y (i.e., g�1

l
lgl D Nal for an appropriate gl 2 G).

We consider characters of the disconnected group A. Any such unitary charac-
ter is given by �s;� . Na/ D jajs � sign.a/�, where Na D diag.a; jaj�1/ 2 A, s 2 iR,
and � D 0; 1. A character is called even if � D 0 and odd if � D 1 (note that
�s;�.ı/ D .�1/

�).
We next consider characters which are trivial on the subgroup AL. These are

given by �sn;� with sn D 2�in=q, n 2 Z, and � 2 ¹0; 1º.
We now construct A-equivariant functionals on the space of smooth functions

onZ. LetL � Z be a closedA-orbit as above. We fix a point l0 2 L and associate
to any character � D �sn;� which is trivial on AL the function on L given by

��.l0 � Na/ D �. Na/:

This gives rise to an A-equivariant functional d aut
� W C

1.Z/! C given by

d aut
� .f / D

Z
t2l

f .t/ N��.t/d l:

The functional d aut
� is �-equivariant with respect to the right action of A:

d�.R. Na/f / D �. Na/f :

The same is possible for a compact subgroup K 0 � GC. This leads to geodesic
circles on Y and toK 0-equivariant functionals. This case is somewhat simpler as it
is enough to consider the connected compact subgroup while for closed geodesics
we have to deal with the full diagonal subgroup in PGL2.R/.

2.2 Maass forms and representations

Let �� be a Maass form on Y with the eigenvalue � D .1 � �2/=4, � 2 iR, and
of L2-norm one on Y (i.e., we consider eigenfunctions with � � 1=4). By the cel-
ebrated principle of I. Gelfand and S. Fomin ([10]), �� generates an irreducible
unitary representation V�� of the principal series under the action of PSL2.R/ on
the space L2.ZC; �/ (in fact, we only consider the smooth part V�� � C

1.ZC/

of the corresponding representation). Such a representation is called an automor-
phic representation (of PSL2.R/). The function �� 2 V�� corresponds up to
a multiple to the unique K-invariant function in V�� under the natural imbedding
C1.Y / � C1.ZC/.

For reasons explained later (i.e., uniqueness of invariant functionals), we need
to switch to representations of G D PGL2.R/. To do this, we extend the function
�� 2 C

1.ZC/ to a ı-even function Q�� W Z ! C by Q�� .zı/ D �� .z/ for z 2 ZC.
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It is then easy to see that the (smooth) representation V Q�� � C
1.Z/ of G gen-

erated by Q�� is isomorphic to an irreducible representation of G. In fact, one can
easily see that the space generated by the function �� extended by zero to Z� is
the sum of two irreducible representations of G. The second irreducible compo-
nent is generated by �� extended to a ı-odd function onZ. Note that the restriction
of functions on Z to functions on ZC maps V Q�� to V�� . While this is not the re-
striction of a representation of G to a representation of GC, it commutes with the
action of GC.

2.2.1 Models of representations

All unitary representations of G are well known, and in particular could be mod-
eled in spaces of homogenous functions on R2 n 0 (or in spaces of functions on
S1, R, etc.). We will always work with the spaces of smooth vectors of such
representations. In fact, we consider principal series representations of GL2.R/
which are trivial on the center. These are parameterized by two parameters � 2 iR
and " D 0; 1 (note that we leave complementary series aside as we are inter-
ested in �!1). The corresponding space V�;" could be realized as the space
of even smooth homogeneous functions of the homogeneous degree � � 1 on the
plane R2 n 0:

f .˛ � x/ D j˛j��1f .x/ for x 2 R2 n 0 and ˛ 2 R�.

The action (of GL2.R/) is given by the natural action on R2:

��;".g/f .x/ D f .g
�1
� x/jdet.g/j

��1
2 sign.det.g//" for g 2 GL2.R/.

Hence the evenness condition is required since �1 2 GL2.R/ should act as the
identity. The invariant norm on such a representation is given by the (normalized
by 1=2�) integration over S1 � R2.

By restricting homogeneous functions to S1 � R2 we obtain the circle model
of the representation

V�;" ' C
1
even.S

1/;

and by restricting to the line ¹.x; 1/ j x 2 Rº � R2 we obtain the line model.
Smooth vectors in the line model are smooth functions on R with certain behavior
at infinity. These models are convenient for various computations.

We can view the automorphic representation V Q�� � C
1.Z/ as a realization of

the model representation V�;". Namely, we will denote by � Q�� W V�;" ! V Q�� the
corresponding G-map which we will assume to be an isometry. We will denote by
�v D � Q�� .v/ 2 C

1.Z/ the image of a vector v 2 V�;" under the map � Q�� .
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1580 A. Reznikov

There exists a unique (up to a multiple)K-invariant vector in the space V�;". We
choose it to be the constant function e0 � 1 on S1 (extended by the homogeneity
to R2 n 0). The vector e0 corresponds to the Maass form Q�� under the isometry

� Q�� W V�;" ! V Q�� � C
1.Z/;

i.e., � Q�� .e0/ D
Q�� on Z. In particular, ı acts on e0, and by uniqueness we have

�.ı/e0 D .�1/
"e0. For the automorphic realization, this translates into the iden-

tity Q�� .zı/ D .�1/" Q�� .z/, i.e., (the extension of) the Maass form is assumed to
be either ı-even or ı-odd on Z. Hence we can assume that our Maass form �� has
the even extension Q�� to Z.

2.3 Geodesic expansion

We now compute �-equivariant functionals on a representation of the principal se-
ries ofG, and on some special vectors in it. Let V� D V�;" be such a representation
(we assumed that " D 0, but we will treat the general case). Let �s;� be a character
of A as before. To any such a character, we associate the corresponding equivari-
ant functional ds;�I�;" on the representation V� (i.e., an element in HomA.V� ; �s;�/)
given in the line model on R by

ds;�I�;".v/ D �
�1

Z
R
v.x/jxj

�1��Cs
2 sign.x/�C"dx; (2.1)

for any smooth vector v 2 V� � C1.R/. The integral is absolutely convergent on
functions in V� (since the function jv.x/j decays as jxj�1 at infinity, as required
by the smoothness condition for vectors in V� ). In the circle model, the same func-
tional is given by

ds;�I�;".v/ D .2�/
�1

Z
S1
v.�/jcos.�/j

�1��Cs
2 jsin.�/j

�1���s
2 sign.�/�C"d�;

(2.2)
for any smooth vector v 2 V� ' C1even.S

1/. Here sign.�/ denotes the even func-
tion on S1 taking values 1 on Œ0; �=2/ and �1 on Œ�=2; �/ (i.e., it is odd with
respect to the action of ı).

We can easily evaluate the value of ds;�I�;".e0/ since this is one of the classical
integrals (see [23]). We obtain

ds;�I�;".e0/ D ı�" � �
�1

Z
R
.1C x2/

��1
2 jxj

�1��Cs
2 dx (2.3)

D ı�" � 2�
�1
�
�
�
1��Cs
4

�
�
�
1���s
4

�
�
�
1��
2

� ;
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Geodesic periods of eigenfunctions 1581

i.e., ds;�I�;".e0/ D 0 if � C " 6� 0 .mod 2/, and in fact is non-zero otherwise. In
particular, from the classical asymptotic for the �-function, we see that for any
fixed constant 1 > ! > 0, the (coarse) bound

jds;�I�;".e0/j
2
�

8̂<̂
:
cj� j�1 for jsj � !j� j,

cj� j�
1
2 ; for !j� j � jsj � .2 � !/j� j,

ce�0:1jsj; for .2 � !/j� j � jsj,

(2.4)

holds for some explicit constant c D c! > 0 depending on ! (here we assume
that j� j � 1).

Remark 2.1. Note that in the resonance range when jsj � j� j is small when com-
pared to j� j, the value of jds;�I�;".e0/j2 jumps. This poses the crucial obstacle for
obtaining a non-trivial upper bound for a norm of a geodesic restriction (see [29]).

In fact, we need to evaluate model functionals on one more vector. That is, on
e00.x/ D

d
dx
e0.x/, which could be described invariantly as the action �.n/e0 of

the standard (w.r.t. A) nilpotent element in the Lie algebra of G (i.e., n D
�
0 1
0 0

�
).

We have

ds;�I�;".e
0
0/ D .1 � ı�"/ � �

�1.� � 1/

Z
R
x.1C x2/

��3
2 sign.x/jxj

�1��Cs
2 dx

D .1 � ı�"/2�
�1.� � 1/ �

�
�
3��Cs
4

�
�
�
3���s
4

�
�
�
3��
2

� ; (2.5)

and in particular we have the following (coarse) bound:

jds;�I�;".e
0
0/j
2
�

´
c0j� j for jsj � !0j� j,
c0e�0:1jsj; for jsj � !0j� j,

(2.6)

for some explicit constant c0 D c!0 > 0 depending on !0 > 1.
Note that the vectors e0 and e00 have complementary parity with respect to ı.

Geometrically, the restriction of the automorphic function ��.n/e0 2 C
1.Z/ to

a point on the orbit l D glA � Z gives the normal derivative with respect to the
hyperbolic metric of the Maass form � D �e0 along the geodesic on Y . We have

��.n/e0

�
gl

�
y
1
2

y
� 1
2

��
D

d

dx
�e0

�
gl

�
y
1
2 x

y
� 1
2

��
xD0

:

This is equal to the normal derivative

@n�.z/ D
d

dx
�.gl.yi C yx//xD0 D y

d

dt
�.gl.yi C t //tD0

evaluated at the point z D gl.yi/ 2 l which we view as a point on the upper half
plane.
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The central fact from representation theory that we will use is multiplicity one
theorems for certain equivariant functionals. We first consider the multiplicity one
theorem for the diagonal group A. Namely, that for any irreducible representa-
tion V of G and for any character � of A, the vector space HomA.V; �/ is at
most one-dimensional (see, for example, [5] for this standard fact). Here the fact
that we work with the full diagonal subgroup is important; otherwise the space
of AC-equivariant functionals is two-dimensional (naturally splitting into ı-even
and ı-odd subspaces). So far for any character � D �s;� of A which is trivial
on StabAl , we encountered two equivariant functionals on every automorphic rep-
resentation: the automorphic functional

d aut
Q�� ;�
D d aut

�

ˇ̌
V Q��

given by the integral along the A-orbit L, and the model functional: dsn;�I�;". The
model functional is in fact defined for any .�; "/ and .s; �/ and is non-zero. From
the multiplicity one theorem, we deduce that there exists a constant a�. Q�� / 2 C
such that

d aut
Q�� ;�

.� Q�� .v// D a�.
Q�� / � dsn;�I�;".v/; (2.7)

for any vector v 2 V� . The power of this relation is that the constant a�. Q�� / does
not depend on v. In particular, the Fourier series expansion on L ' S1 [ S1 im-
plies, via the orthogonality of functions ��sn;� in L2.L; dL/, the following expan-
sion for the norm of the restriction to L:

k� Q�� .v/k
2
L2.L/

D 2jl j
X

�sn;�21A=AL
ja�sn;� .

Q�� /j
2
jdsn;�I�;".v/j

2; (2.8)

for any vector v 2 V�;". Here we denote jl j D length.l/ as before (and jLj D 2jl j).
Our aim is to prove the following boundX

jsnj�!j� j; �

ja�sn;� .
Q�� /j

2
� c0j� j ; (2.9)

for some explicit constants !; c0 > 0, depending on Y , l , but not on Q�� . Together
with bounds (2.4) and (2.6) for values of dsn;�I�;".e0/ and dsn;�I�;".e

0
0/, this would

imply bounds in Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.5. We prove the bound (2.9) by
choosing an appropriate test vector v 2 V�;" in the expansion (2.8), and estimating
the left hand side from above by appealing to L2-theory on Z.

2.4 Geodesic circles

The treatment for a geodesic circle is identical to the treatment of closed geodesics
that we discussed above. The corresponding group is a connected compact sub-
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group K 0 � G. The corresponding uniqueness statement is the well-known fact
that the space of K 0-types in an irreducible representation of G is at most one-
dimensional.

We fix a (standard) maximal compact subgroupK � GC, and the identification
GC=K ! H, g 7! g � i . We denote by p W H! � nH ' Y the projection. For
a point y 2 Y , let Ry > 0 be the injectivity radius of Y at y. For any r � Ry , we
define the geodesic circle of radius r centered at y to be the set

�.r; y/ D ¹y0 2 Y j d.y0; y/ D rº:

Since p is a local isometry, we have that p.�H.r; z// D �.r; y/ for any z 2 H,
such that p.z/ D y. Here �H.r; z/ is a corresponding geodesic circle in H (all
geodesic circles in H are Euclidian circles though with the center different from y).
We associate to any such a circle on Y the corresponding orbit in Z of an appro-
priate compact subgroup in GC (in fact, we can assume that this orbit belongs
to ZC). Namely, any geodesic circle on H is of the form �H.r; z/ D hKg � i

with h; g 2 GC such that h � i D z and hg � i 2 �H.r; z/ (i.e., an h-translation
of a standard geodesic circle around i 2 H passing through g � i ). Note that the
radius of the circle is given by the distance d.i; g � i/ and hence g 62 K for a non-
trivial circle. Given the geodesic circle �.r; y/ � Y which gives rise to a cir-
cle �H.r; z/ � H and corresponding elements g; h 2 G, we consider the com-
pact subgroup K� D g�1Kg and the orbit S� D hg �K� � Z of the group K� .
Clearly we have p.S� / D � . We endow the orbit S� with the uniqueK� -invariant
measure dS� of the total mass one. We have then

p� .�/ D

Z
S�

�dS� :

We also note that for what follows the restriction r < Ry is not essential. From
now on, we assume that S � X is any orbit of K 0 D K� . The restriction r < Ry
implies that the projection p.S/ � Y is a smooth non-self intersecting curve on Y ,
and this is not essential for our method.

2.4.1 Characters

We fix a point Po 2 S . To a character � W K 0 ! S1, we associate a function

�:. Pok
0/ D �.k0/; k0 2 K 0;

on the orbit S , and the corresponding functional on C1.X/ given by

d aut
�;S .f / D

Z
S

f .o/ N�:.o/dS (2.10)
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1584 A. Reznikov

for any f 2 C1.X/. The functional d aut
�;S is �-equivariant:

d aut
�;S .R.k

0/f / D �.k0/d aut
�;S .f /; k0 2 K 0;

where R is the right action of G on the space of functions on X . For a given
orbit S and the choice of a generator �1 of the cyclic group OK 0, we will use the
shorthand notation d aut

n D d
aut
�n;S

, where �n D �n1 . Functions .�n/: , n 2 Z, form
an orthonormal basis for the space L2.S; dS/.

Let V ' V�;" be a representation of the principal series. We have

dim HomK0.V; �/ � 1

for any character � of K 0 (i.e., the space of K 0-types is at most one-dimensional).
This is well known in the representation theory of PGL2.R/ and could be seen, for
example, from the isomorphism V ' C1even.S

1/. In fact, for V corresponding to a
Maass form, dim HomK.V; �n/ D 1 for n even, and vanishes otherwise.

Consider the circle model V ' C1even.S
1/ and the standard vectors (exponents)

en D exp.2�in/ 2 C1.S1/ which form the basis of K-types for the standard
maximal compact subgroup K. For any n such that dim HomK.V; �n/ D 1, the
function e0n D ��.g

�1/en defines the model functional on V through

dnI�;".v/ D hv; e
0
ni

which is �n-equivariant with respect toK 0. This leads to the coefficient of propor-
tionality

d aut
�;S jV�� D an.�� / � dnI�;"; (2.11)

which depends on the Maass form �� . We have the corresponding Plancherel for-
mula on S :

k�vk
2
L2.S/

D

X
n

jan.�� /j
2
jdnI�;".v/j

2: (2.12)

We have the analog of the bound (2.4):

jdnI�;".e0/j
2
�

8̂<̂
:
c00j� j�1 for jnj � !� j� j,

c00j� j�
2
3 ; for !� j� j � jnj � .1C !� /j� j,

c00jnj�10; for .1C !� /j� j � jnj,

(2.13)

for some !� > 0 depending on � , and for some c00 > 0 depending on !� . The
proof of this bound easily follows from the stationary phase method (see Sec-
tion 3.3).

Hence Theorem 1.1 would follow from the following mean-value bound:X
jnj�!� j� j

jan.�� /j
2
� c0j� j: (2.14)
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Here !� > 0 and c0 > 0 are some explicit constants depending on Y , � , but not
on the Maass form �. The proof of this bound in fact is identical to the case of
a closed geodesic (see Section 3).

3 Proofs

3.1 Fattening the geodesic

We consider the case of the period of a Maass form along a closed geodesic. The
proof for the normal derivative along a closed geodesic or a spherical period is
identical and will be left to the reader. The idea of the proof of (2.9) (and of the
analogous bound (2.14) for spherical coefficients) for a given T � 1 is to construct
a test vector v D vT 2 V� D V�;" (i.e., a function v 2 C1.R/) of norm one, and
a small fixed neighborhood U � GC of the identity (to be specified later) such
that for any g 2 U and some explicit constant a > 0, the following spectral bound
holds:

jds;�I�;".��;".g/v/j
2
� ajT j�1; (3.1)

for any jsj; j� j � T and any �, ". Here the model functional ds;�I�;" is given by
formula (2.1). We then will show that for the constructed vector v, the boundZ

x2L�U

j�v.x/j
2 .x/d� � b (3.2)

holds for some constant b > 0 which is independent of �� . Here  2 C1c .G/ is a
non-negative function constructed in the following way. We first choose a smooth
non-negative function  U 2 C1.G/ with supp. U / � U ,

R
G  Udg D 1, and

then consider  D ıL �  U (i.e., the average of the delta function on L under
the right action by  U ). For such a choice of  , we haveZ

x2L�U

j�v.x/j
2 .x/d� � sup

U

 � k�vk
2; (3.3)

which implies (3.2) with b D supU  since k�vk D kvk D 1.
Assuming bounds (3.1), (3.2), we have then for T D j� j,

b �

Z
x2L�U

j�v.x/j
2 .x/d�

D

Z
g2U

Z
t2L

j�v.tg/j
2 U .g/dtdg

D

Z
g2U

Z
t2L

j���;".g/v.t/j
2 U .g/dtdg
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D

Z
g2U

� X
�sn;�21A=AL

ja�sn;� .
Q�� /j

2
jdsn;�I�;".��;".g/v/j

2

�
 U .g/dg

D

X
jsnj�j� j;�

ja�sn;� .
Q�� /j

2
�

Z
U

jdsn;�I�;".��;".g/v/j
2 U .g/dg

C

X
jsnj�j� j;�

ja�sn;� .
Q�� /j

2
�

Z
U

jdsn;�I�;".��;".g/v/j
2 U .g/dg

� aj� j�1
X

jsnj�j� j;�

ja�sn;� .
Q�� /j

2:

Hence we have deduced the bound (2.9) from bounds (3.1) and (3.2).
Note that in fact we have proved the bound (1.13) of the formX

j�nj�T;�

ja�n;�.�� /j
2
� cmax.T; j� j/:

We now construct the test vector satisfying these bounds. An identical con-
struction is available for geodesic circles, and provides a test vector (i.e., a func-
tion in C1even.S

1/) satisfying bounds analogous to (3.1) and (3.2) for the spherical
functional (2.2).

3.2 Test vectors

For a real parameter T � 1, we construct a family of vectors satisfying bounds
(3.1) and (3.2). Let ˛ 2 C1.R/ be a smooth non-negative function with the sup-
port supp.˛/ � Œ�0:1; 0:1� and satisfying

R
˛.x/dx D 1. For any real T � 1, con-

sider the function vT .x/ D T
1
2 � ˛.T .x � 1// and view it as a vector in V� . We

have

kvT k
2
L2.Z/

D kvT k
2
V�
D c1; (3.4)

for some fixed constant c1 > 0. We also have

jds;�I�;".vT /j
2
� c2T

�1; (3.5)

for some fixed constant c2 > 0 and max.jsj; j� j/ � T . This follows from the fact
that vT is supported in an interval of the size smaller than T �1 around 1, and the
kernel of ds;�I�;" is given by an oscillating function of the form a.x/eiS.x/ with
jS 0.x/j � max.jsj; j� j/ on the support of vT and a.x/ � 1. Hence ds;�I�;".vT / is
essentially given by

R
vT .x/dx which is of the order of T �

1
2 .
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Let U � G be a small fixed neighborhood of the identity such that

g�1 � Œ0:9; 1:1� � Œ0:5; 1:5�

for any g 2 U under the standard action of G on R. For any g 2 U , the function
��;".g/vT is similar to the original function vT (and, in particular, vanishes in
a neighborhood of the singularities of the kernel of ds;�I�;"). Hence ��;".g/vT sat-
isfies conditions (3.4) and (3.5), possibly with smaller non-zero constants. Hence
for a non-negative bounded function  with supp. / � U , the same holds for the
function ��;". /vT . This implies bounds (3.1) and (3.2).

3.3 Proof of bound (2.13)

To estimate the matrix coefficients h�� .g/e0; eni, we consider coefficients of the
Fourier expansion of f� .�/ D �� .g/e0.�/ 2 C1even.S

1/. The function f� is given
by the formula

f� .�/ D jg
0.�/j�

1C�
2

where g.�/ is the standard action of g 2 G on S1, and hence jg0.�/j is a smooth
real valued non-zero function. We consider the corresponding oscillatory integral

hf� ; eniL2.S1/ D

Z
S1
jg0.�/j�

1
2 e

1
2
� ln jg 0.�/j�2�in�d� : (3.6)

Let c D maxS1 jd ln jg0jj. It is easy to see (for example, by considering the Car-
tan decomposition g D k1 � diag.a; a�1/ � k2, where k1; k2 2 K) that the phase of
the oscillatory integral (3.6) has non-degenerate critical points for j2�nj � 0:9cj� j,
no critical points for j2�nj � 1:1cj� j and a critical point with the degeneration of
degree at most 3 (i.e., of the type t3 in a local parameter t ) for 0:9cj� j � j2�nj �
1:1cj� j. The bound (2.13) (with !� D 0:1c) easily follows from the stationary
phase method. In fact, one can obtain a bound for the full range of n, from the
well-known asymptotic of the classical Airy function [23].
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